[Physical activity in the heat: physiology of hydration recommendations].
Physical exercise in the heat causes severe disturbances in homeostasis. The need for evaporative thermolysis is increased due to the combination of endogenous and exogenous heat production. Despite a marked increase in cardiac output, muscles and skin must compete for sufficient blood flow. In addition progressive dehydration can impair the ability of the cardiocirculatory to adjust adequately. The most serious risk associated with exercise in a hot environment is heat stroke. Although deleterious effects of dehydration occur only if large amounts of water and electrolytes are lost without being replaced, even moderate fluid depletion can reduce both physical and cognitive performance. Another mechanism by which heat exposure directly affects performance involves core temperature elevation which can induce profound changes in muscular activity and energy consumption, thereby accelerating exhaustion. Prevention of deleterious effects on health and performance requires an effective rehydration strategy to maintain body fluid balance. This strategy must optimize all three potentially limiting factors for fluid replacement, i.e., fluid intake, gastric emptying, and intestinal absorption. Practical guidelines are given to answer the questions of when, what and how much to drink.